Nucleation of metastable aragonite CaCO3 in seawater
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where γ is the surface energy of the nucleus in the medium, and σ
is the supersaturation (10, 11). The steady-state nucleation rate
depends exponentially on this nucleation barrier, so minor differences in surface energy between polymorphs can correspond to
orders of magnitude differences in nucleation rates, which can
potentially compensate for bulk metastability. Quantifying how
solution environments modify the relative surface energies between competing polymorphs is therefore foundational to predicting synthesis pathways toward polymorphs with desired
materials properties.
Recent high-resolution in situ microscopy techniques have yielded
unprecedented observations of nucleation dynamics between competing polymorphs (12, 13), and molecular dynamics simulations
of nucleation have identified structural motifs of bulk metastable
phases on the surfaces of nuclei for Lennard-Jones solids (14) and
ice (15). However, the surface energy of nuclei in solution, and more
subtly, the change of surface energy with solution chemistry, has
remained inaccessible. In this paper, we use an ab initio thermodynamic framework to directly relate solution chemistry to both the
bulk solubility and surface energies of nuclei, allowing us to quantify
and compare nucleation rates (Eq. 1) between competing polymorphs under varying solution parameters, thereby determining
polymorph selection as a function of precipitation conditions.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by resolving
one of the oldest examples of crystalline metastability––the precipitation of the aragonite polymorph of calcium carbonate in
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rom bulk thermodynamics, one expects the least soluble,
most stable crystalline phase to precipitate first from a supersaturated solution. However, for a variety of materials spanning minerals (1), semiconductors (2), and molecular solids (3),
the precipitation of the stable phase is either preceded, or totally
replaced, by the formation of metastable polymorphs. Although
this general phenomenon has been recognized for nearly a century as Ostwald’s Rule of Stages (4), it has lacked thermodynamic justification (5), and so Ostwald’s rule has served as more
of an empirical heuristic than a predictive law. The chemistry of
the solution in which precipitation occurs often governs which
polymorph forms (6, 7), but the solution does not affect relative
bulk stability between crystalline polymorphs. It can, however,
influence surface energy at the solvent–crystal interface. Calorimetry experiments with polymorphic oxides have demonstrated
that metastable polymorphs can be stabilized at the nanoscale if
they have lower surface energy than the stable phase (8, 9).
Because nuclei initiate at the nanoscale, this nanoscale stabilization of metastable polymorphs should be intimately related to
structure selection during nucleation. Indeed, in addition to
being thermodynamically stable at the nanoscale, metastable
phases with lower surface energy can surpass the steady-state
nucleation rate of the stable phase, provided they have a lower
nucleation barrier:
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Crystallization from solution is a materials synthesis process
common both in nature and in the laboratory. Unlike conventional high-temperature solid-state synthesis, solution-based
syntheses often yield metastable phases, contrary to expectations
from equilibrium thermodynamics. Using a recently developed ab
initio scheme to calculate the surface energy of a critical nucleus in
equilibrium with the aqueous environment, we present a framework to compare relative nucleation rates between competing
polymorphs as a function of solution chemistry. We apply this
approach to demonstrate how seawater chemistry can preferentially bias nucleation toward the metastable aragonite phase of
calcium carbonate, rather than the stable phase calcite––which is
of great relevance to biomineralization, carbon sequestration,
paleogeochemistry, and the vulnerability of marine life to ocean
acidification.
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Predicting the conditions in which a compound adopts a metastable structure when it crystallizes out of solution is an unsolved
and fundamental problem in materials synthesis, and one which, if
understood and harnessed, could enable the rational design of
synthesis pathways toward or away from metastable structures.
Crystallization of metastable phases is particularly accessible via
low-temperature solution-based routes, such as chimie douce and
hydrothermal synthesis, but although the chemistry of the solution plays a crucial role in governing which polymorph forms, how
it does so is poorly understood. Here, we demonstrate an ab initio
technique to quantify thermodynamic parameters of surfaces and
bulks in equilibrium with an aqueous environment, enabling the
calculation of nucleation barriers of competing polymorphs as
a function of solution chemistry, thereby predicting the solution
conditions governing polymorph selection. We apply this approach
to resolve the long-standing “calcite–aragonite problem”––the observation that calcium carbonate precipitates as the metastable aragonite polymorph in marine environments, rather than the stable
phase calcite––which is of tremendous relevance to biomineralization, carbon sequestration, paleogeochemistry, and the vulnerability of marine life to ocean acidification. We identify a direct
relationship between the calcite surface energy and solution Mg–Ca
ion concentrations, showing that the calcite nucleation barrier surpasses that of metastable aragonite in solutions with Mg:Ca ratios
consistent with modern seawater, allowing aragonite to dominate
the kinetics of nucleation. Our ability to quantify how solution
parameters distinguish between polymorphs marks an important
step toward the ab initio prediction of materials synthesis pathways in solution.

seawater instead of the equilibrium phase calcite (16, 17). Because
aragonite is metastable with respect to calcite, it has a higher
solubility, which has significant implications in biogeochemistry.
Oceanic calcium carbonate is the primary CO2 sink in the global
carbon cycle, but for a given pCO2 , aragonite will sequester less
carbon than calcite. Furthermore, a substantial fraction of the
shells of molluscs, pteropods, and corals are biomineralized aragonite, and its higher solubility renders marine life more vulnerable to increasing ocean acidification (18).
The ratio of Mg2+ to Ca2+ ions in solution is well-established
to be the principal solution parameter in governing calcite–aragonite polymorph selection, where a Mg:Ca ratio >2 yields aragonite (19–21). In fact, alternating deposits of calcite and aragonite
in deep-sea calcium carbonate veins have served as evidence for
oscillations in ocean Mg:Ca ratios throughout the Phanerozoic Era
(22). At high Mg:Ca ratios, such as in modern seawater (Mg:Ca =
5.2), calcite incorporates Mg2+, which is observed to inhibit calcite
nucleation and growth, whereas aragonite nucleation is not affected by magnesium in solution (20). The prevailing theory for the
inhibition of calcite nucleation is that calcite solubility increases
with increasing Mg content in the lattice––reducing its supersaturation at a given [Ca2+][CO32−] activity (23, 24). However, this
explanation is inconsistent with bulk solubility measurements,
which do not find a significant increase in solubility of abiotic
Mg–calcite over pristine calcite (25).
In recent reviews and analysis, the possibility of Mg2+ modifying the surface energy of calcium carbonate polymorphs has
been proposed (9), and the need for a theoretical framework that
relates solution–mineral equilibria to surface energy has been
emphasized (20). We combine two of our recent methodology

A

Variation of CaCO3 Nucleation Barriers with Solution Mg:Ca
Ratio
To evaluate the effect of the solution Mg:Ca ratio on the nucleation barriers of calcite and aragonite, we first require
a thermodynamic framework of solution–mineral equilibria that
accurately predicts both the equilibrium impurity Mg2+ concentration in Mg–calcite, as well as the inertness of aragonite to
magnesium in solution. Thermodynamically, it is surprising that
calcite incorporates Mg2+ from solution at all, as numerous experimental and computational investigations of CaCO3–MgCO3
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developments: (i) accurate ab initio predictions of solid–aqueous
phase equilibria (26) with (ii) efficient calculation and convergence
of surface energies (27), to quantify how the solubility and surface energy of calcite and aragonite vary with solution Mg:Ca
ratios. We find that the inhibition of calcite nucleation upon
Mg2+ uptake is primarily due to an increase in surface energy,
whereas the increased solubility of Mg–calcite has negligible
impact on nucleation rates. Our calculated energetics are used to
construct first-principles kinetic phase diagrams, which successfully predict a ratio of Mg:Ca = 2 as a critical boundary for
polymorph selection between aragonite and Mg–calcite, and that
under modern seawater Mg:Ca ratios, aragonite will nucleate
up to 10 orders of magnitude more frequently than calcite. In
addition to the importance of these findings to the broad spectrum of scientific disciplines associated with calcium carbonate,
the calcite–aragonite problem also serves as an experimentally
well-characterized model system to benchmark and validate our
theoretical approach to predict and understand competitive nucleation between polymorphs.
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Fig. 1. Structural distortions in the (A) calcite and (B) aragonite lattices from Mg2+ substitution on the Ca2+ site. The Ca2+ site is ninefold coordinated in
aragonite and sixfold coordinated in calcite, resulting in higher enthalpy of mixing of Mg2+ in the aragonite structure. (C) Calculated solid-state mixing
energies of CaCO3–MgCO3. (D) Free energy of Mg2+ incorporation into CaCO3 in open exchange with aqueous solution of given Mg:Ca ratio. Equilibrium
MgCO3 concentration of Mg–calcite corresponds to ΔG = 0. Aragonite is not energetically favorable to incorporate Mg2+ at any Mg:Ca ratio. (E) Predicted
equilibrium MgCO3 concentration in calcite at a given solution Mg:Ca ratio, compared with experiments (23, 25) under similar conditions. Dashed lines
MgCO
correspond to uncertainties in the experimental log10 Ksp 3 = −7:8 ± 0:3.
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solid solutions have determined positive free energies of mixing
in the dilute (<15%) Mg2+ regime, suggesting immiscibility (28–
31). We note that although previous studies reference the free
energies of mixing of Ca1-xMgxCO3 against solid-state CaCO3
and MgCO3, pure magnesite MgCO3 is known not to precipitate
out of water even under very high supersaturations (32), and so
the relevant reaction under this constrained equilibrium should
actually be with respect to the aqueous ions (Eq. 2):

A

x Mg2+ ðaqÞ + CaCO3 ðsÞ → Ca1−x Mgx CO3 ðsÞ + x Ca2+ ðaqÞ: [2]
The Gibbs free energy of this reaction can be evaluated as

[3]

Ca1−x Mgx CO3
= ð1 − xÞμ°Ca2 + + xμ°Mg2 + + μ°CO2− − μCa1 − x Mgx CO3 :
−RT ln Ksp
3

[4]
Although μCa1 − x Mgx CO3 is straightforward to obtain from density
functional theory (DFT), the standard state chemical potentials
of ions in solution can be costly and error-prone to obtain from
computation. Instead, we reference the Ca2+, Mg2+, and CO32− ion
Sun et al.
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Fig. 2. (A) Predicted equilibrium solubility product of Mg–calcite. Dashed
lines correspond to different reference states for the aqueous ion formation
energies (SI Appendix, section S.I.5). (B) Morphology-averaged surface energies for hydrated Mg–calcite and aragonite as a function of Mg2+ uptake
in calcite. Colors correspond to facet-specific surface energies. Aragonite
does not incorporate Mg2+.

calcite
formation energies to reproduce the experimental Ksp
and
magnesite
(derivation in SI Appendix, section S.I.5). Combining
Ksp
these referenced ion chemical potentials with the calculated
Mg–calcite solid-solution formation energies, we predict a 30%
calcite
from 10−8.48 to 10−8.36 at ∼7% MgCO3, in close
increase of Ksp
agreement with experiment (Fig. 2A). This increased solubility reduces the bulk driving force for calcite nucleation by
0.3 RT/mol, which is about an order of magnitude smaller than
typical driving forces for nucleation, suggesting that the increased
solubility of Mg–calcite plays only a minor role in inhibiting
calcite formation.
In contrast, the effect of Mg2+ incorporation on the calcite
surface energy can drastically inhibit calcite nucleation. Surface
energies are obtained from DFT computations of hydrated calcium carbonate surface slabs with partial Mg2+ substitution on
calcium sites (SI Appendix, section S.I.6). The solvated surface is
modeled by adsorption of explicit water molecules on the cation
sites, which physically captures the thermodynamic effect of
water hydration (34). The dominant facets of the aragonite nucleus are predicted to be the (001), (011), (010), and (110) forms,
and for calcite the ð1014Þ and ð1010Þ forms, consistent with experimental morphologies and other calculations in the literature
(35, 36). We determine the hydrated surface energy of a pristine
calcite nucleus to be 0.21 J/m2, which is lower than that of
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where the first two terms are the solid–solid mixing enthalpies
and entropies from a standard solid-solution model, but the third
term represents the free energy of solution–mineral ion exchange (derivation in SI Appendix, section S.I.2). This term is
negative when the ratio of Mg:Ca ions in solution is large, and
can offset positive solid–solid mixing free energies, resulting in
a solution-stabilized impurity concentration of Mg2+ in calcite.
Fig. 1C shows the calculated free energy of mixing for CaCO3–
MgCO3 solid solutions in the dilute MgCO3 limit. In agreement
with previous studies, we confirm a positive mixing free energy
of Mg2+ into calcite solid solution when referenced against
solid CaCO3 and MgCO3. Additionally, we report that Mg2+
incorporation into aragonite is over 4 times more energetically
unfavorable than into calcite. The greater energy cost originates
from the difference in oxygen coordination of the divalent cation. In both calcite and aragonite, the smaller Mg2+ ion induces
a stress field such that the nearest-neighbor Mg–O bond is ∼9%
shorter than the corresponding Ca–O bond (Fig. 1 A and B).
However, because the divalent cation is only sixfold coordinated
by oxygen in calcite, whereas it is ninefold coordinated by oxygen
in aragonite, the energy penalty of Mg2+ on Ca2+ substitution is
far greater in the aragonite structure. Furthermore, Mg2+ is almost never observed to be ninefold coordinated in crystals (33).
When the MgCO3 concentration, x, in Ca1-xMgxCO3 is in
equilibrium with seawater, the free energy for ΔGCa1 − x Mgx CO3 in
Eq. 3 will be zero. By identifying the critical solution Mg:Ca ratio
that compensates for the positive CaCO3–MgCO3 mixing free
energies, we successfully predict Mg2+ concentrations in Mg–
calcite in good agreement with experiments (Fig. 1C), obtaining
a Mg2+ concentration of ∼7% in Mg–calcite at the modern
seawater Mg:Ca ratio of 5.2. We further confirm from first
principles that the aragonite structure is unable to accommodate
Mg2+ substitution at any Mg:Ca chemical potential, due to its
high enthalpy of incorporation.
Using our first-principles–calculated CaCO3–MgCO3 solidsolution free energies, we first determine the increase in calcite
solubility with Mg uptake, to quantify the claim that it is responsible for the inhibition of calcite nucleation. The solubility
product for Mg–calcite can be calculated from Eq. 4:
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless log10 steady-state nucleation rates of calcium carbonate polymorphs at 25 °C plotted (color-coded) as a function of the nucleus surface energy and the bulk driving force for nucleation. Inhibition of
calcite nucleation upon Mg uptake is primarily due to an increase in the
surface energy, rather than from a reduction of bulk driving force from increased solubility. Example nucleation rates for aragonite and calcite at
calcite
= 20, near the onset
given Mg:Ca ratios are plotted at σ = ½aCa2 + ½aCO2− =Ksp
3
of aragonite nucleation.

aragonite, 0.28 J/m2, confirming that in a solution with no
magnesium, both the bulk driving force and the surface energy
favors a kinetic preference for calcite nucleation. However, we
find that the Mg–calcite hydrated surface energy increases linearly with increasing MgCO3 in calcite solid solution (Fig. 2B), a byproduct of the stress-induced energy penalty of bulk Mg2+ incorporation, reaching 0.35 J/m2 at the equilibrium ∼7% MgCO3
concentration of Mg–calcite in modern seawater.
Competitive Nucleation Between Aragonite and Mg–Calcite
In Fig. 3, we assess the combined contribution of the surface
energy and bulk driving force to the steady-state nucleation rate
(color-coded) of the CaCO3 polymorphs. The onset of homogeneous nucleation occurs for nucleation barriers <76 kBT (37),
so for the aragonite surface energy of 0.28 J/m2 we predict a supersaturation of σ calcite = 18 to be necessary to initiate nucleation,
agreeing quantitatively with experimental observations (38). Calcite will always experience a greater bulk driving force for nucleation than aragonite, by up to ΔGcalcite→aragonite = 0.5 RT/mol.
However, as calcite incorporates Mg2+, its surface energy and
solubility increase (purple line), reducing its nucleation rate by
many orders of magnitude. Because the nucleation barrier scales
as the cube of the surface energy, but is only reduced by the square
of ln σ (Eq. 1), the increase in surface energy plays a much more
significant role in inhibiting Mg–calcite nucleation than the increase in solubility.
We collect our findings in a kinetic phase diagram in Fig. 4––a
synthesis map of polymorph selection as a function of the solution parameters Mg:Ca ratio and supersaturation. Aragonite
nucleates beyond its critical supersaturation of σ calcite = 18 independent of the solution Mg:Ca ratio. On the other hand, the
increase in Mg–calcite surface energy with rising Mg:Ca ratios
requires greater supersaturations to trigger calcite nucleation. In
solutions with no Mg2+, calcite is the only phase nucleated, initiating at supersaturations as low as σ calcite = 5. At Mg:Ca = 2, we
predict the minimum supersaturation for calcite nucleation to
increase to σ calcite = 18, the same as aragonite, resulting in similar
nucleation rates for both polymorphs. At the modern seawater
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1423898112

Mg:Ca ratio of 5.2, the supersaturation necessary for calcite
nucleation increases to σ calcite = 35, far greater than what is
necessary to nucleate aragonite. For a broad span of supersaturations at this Mg:Ca ratio, aragonite nuclei will form up to
10 orders of magnitude more frequently than calcite nuclei,
leaving only the metastable phase present in solution to initiate
crystal growth. This predicted synthesis map agrees closely with
ones obtained experimentally (21), and is robust with respect to
minor errors that may arise from approximations taken during
calculation (SI Appendix, section S.I.7).
Discussion
Our predicted ab initio synthesis map confirms two long-standing
empirical observations: (i) that a Mg:Ca ratio ∼2 sets an effective
boundary for polymorph selection between aragonite and
Mg–calcite, where Mg:Ca >2 preferences aragonite, and (ii) that
under modern seawater Mg:Ca ratios, metastable aragonite dominates the kinetics of nucleation. In addition, we confirm previous
findings that a critical supersaturation of 18 is necessary to initiate aragonite nucleation (38). This is surprising, considering
that the ocean is only about 4 times supersaturated with respect
to aragonite (18). However, this puzzle might be resolved by
considering the various polymorphic stages that precede calcite
and aragonite in calcium carbonate precipitation. Upon supersaturation, liquid–liquid separations of calcium and carbonate
ions form prenucleation clusters (39, 40), which aggregate to
become amorphous calcium carbonate (41), which then proceeds
via dissolution–reprecipitation reactions to vaterite and finally to
either calcite or aragonite (42). We hypothesize that the local
[Ca2+][CO32−] activity near dissolving transition polymorphs is
far greater than the average [Ca2+][CO32−] activity in solution,
providing the necessary local supersaturations to nucleate the
final calcite and aragonite phases.
In this procession of calcium carbonate polymorphs, each
phase is lower in energy than the last (43), consistent with the
empirical Ostwald’s Rule of Stages. The nucleation framework
put forth in this paper reinforces a classical nucleation theorybased mechanism for Ostwald’s Rule of Stages (10, 11), whose
thermodynamic foundations have remained controversial for
over a century. For the calcium carbonate polymorphs, bulk
metastability, and therefore solubility, is ordered amorphous
calcium carbonate (ACC) > vaterite > aragonite > calcite (43).
For the more soluble phases to precipitate first, their nucleation
barriers, and thus surface energies, must be inversely ordered
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with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (56) generalized-gradient approximation.
Plane-wave basis cutoff energies were set at 520 eV for all calculations.
Brillouin zones were sampled using Gaussian smearing, with at least 1,000 k
points per reciprocal atom for bulk unit cells, and at least 700 k points per
reciprocal atom for surface slabs. Atoms were initially relaxed until forces
were 1 × 10−6 eV/Å. All structure preparations were performed using the
Python Materials Genomic (pymatgen) package (57).
CaCO 3–MgCO3 solid-solution calculations were performed using the
supercell approach, substituting Mg onto a Ca site: 6.25% and 12.5% Mg–
calcite was calculated on a 2 × 2 × 2 primitive calcite unit cell (16 Ca atoms);
6.25% and 12.5% Mg–aragonite was calculated on a 2 × 2 × 1 conventional
aragonite unit cell (16 Ca atoms). For the 6.25% case, all Ca atoms are
symmetrically equivalent, so there is only one possible Mg substitution. For
12.5%, the two Mg2+ ions were placed as far apart from each other as
possible, under periodic boundary conditions.
Surface energy calculations were performed on surface slabs at least 15 Å
thick and with 16-Å vacuum, generated using the efficient creation and
convergence scheme created by the authors in ref. 27. Hydrated surface
energies were calculated with explicit H2O molecules, placed 2.4 Å above
each calcium ion (34), oriented with lone-pair orbitals facing the nearest
Ca2+ or Mg2+ ion and a hydrogen pointed toward the nearest oxygen atom,
then relaxed by simulated annealing. The use of H2O adsorbates is a reasonable approximation for hydrated surface energies under pH values corresponding to neutral and ocean water (pH = 8.1). We attain γ hydrated =γ dry
ratios ranging from 50% to 70%, consistent with calorimetry studies on
oxides (8) and to previous computational studies on CaCO3 surfaces using
COSMIC (COnductor-like Screening MOdel) solvation models (36).
Surface energies were calculated with the equation
γ=

!
X
1
Eslab − NEbulk −
Ni μi :
2A
i

For water molecules coming from the liquid phase at 298 K, we use a chemical
potential of −14.60 eV per H2O. This is obtained by calculating in DFT the
total energy of the H2O molecule and subtracting the experimental heat of
evaporation at room temperature. To calculate the chemical potentials of
the Ca2+ and Mg2+ aqueous ions, we used the scheme from ref. 26, using
CaO and MgO as the reference solids.

DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Software
Package (VASP) (54). We used the projector augmented wave (55) method
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